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Abstract
Human performance, endurance, and resilience have biological limits that are genetically and epigenetically predetermined but
perhaps not yet optimized. There are few systematic, rigorous studies on how to raise these limits and reach the true maxima.
Achieving this goal might accelerate translation of the theoretical concepts of conditioning, hormesis, and stress adaptation into
technological advancements. In 2017, an Air Force-sponsored conference was held at the University of Massachusetts for dis-
cipline experts to display data showing that the amplitude and duration of biological performance might be magnified and to
discuss whether there might be harmful consequences of exceeding typical maxima. The charge of the workshop was “to examine
and discuss and, if possible, recommend approaches to control and exploit endogenous defense mechanisms to enhance the
structure and function of biological tissues.” The goal of this white paper is to fulfill and extend this workshop charge. First, a few
of the established methods to exploit endogenous defense mechanisms are described, based on workshop presentations. Next,
the white paper accomplishes the following goals to provide: (1) synthesis and critical analysis of concepts across some of the
published work on endogenous defenses, (2) generation of new ideas on augmenting biological performance and resilience, and
(3) specific recommendations for researchers to not only examine a wider range of stimulus doses but to also systematically
modify the temporal dimension in stimulus inputs (timing, number, frequency, and duration of exposures) and in measurement
outputs (interval until assay end point, and lifespan). Thus, a path forward is proposed for researchers hoping to optimize
protocols that support human health and longevity, whether in civilians, soldiers, athletes, or the elderly patients. The long-term
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goal of these specific recommendations is to accelerate the discovery of practical methods to conquer what were once con-
sidered intractable constraints on performance maxima.
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Introduction and Historical Overview

Over the last century and a half, a large body of scientific

research has demonstrated the existence of biological defense

mechanisms that are triggered by stressful but subtoxic stimuli

and culminate in the protection, repair, and enhancement of

biological systems at the molecular, cellular, and organismal

levels. There are a number of terms with overlapping meanings

that have been used to define these natural phenomena, includ-

ing but not limited to hormesis, conditioning, tolerance, adap-

tive homeostasis, priming, nonmonotonicity, biphasic, rebound

effect, overcompensation, plasticity, and stress adaptation.1-7

As discussed below, researchers have identified many classes

of stimuli that trigger endogenous defense mechanisms—rang-

ing from chemical and radiation exposures to intermittent fast-

ing, regular exercise, and phytochemical intake. However,

translation into specific clinical recommendations has been

sluggish. One explanation for this gap in the field is the relative

scarcity of rigorous animal studies that systematically (1) opti-

mize the dose, duration, frequency, and timing of the stimulus;

(2) coadminister potentially synergistic stimuli; (3) measure

the temporal kinetics of the biological response; (4) assess the

influence of modifiers such as age, gender, and comorbidities;

and (5) rigorously confirm a lack of adverse effects. Perhaps

due to some of these deficiencies, the amplitude and duration of

the defensive response to mildly stressful stimuli have been

disappointingly modest.

The key problems listed above were addressed collabora-

tively among experts in the field of endogenous defenses at

an Air Force-sponsored conference organized by Dr Edward

Calabrese and hosted at the University of Massachusetts on

October 25 and 26, 2017. The specific charge of the work-

shop was “to examine, discuss, and if possible, recommend

approaches to control and exploit endogenous defense

mechanisms to enhance the structure and function of biolo-

gical tissues.” The goal of this review is not to abridge the

entire presentations but to describe key findings of relevance

to the workshop charge, to expand upon some of the discus-

sion, and to integrate the current state of knowledge into a

broad, if speculative, bird’s-eye view. As there was no open

discussion or consensus on specific research guidelines at

the conference itself, the recommendations of this white

paper were formulated and written afterward to address the

critical need for a systematic approach to hormesis. The

article was then approved by all the workshop participants.

It is not our intent to make specific clinical recommenda-

tions but, rather, to propose specific research guidelines on

how to systematically optimize protocols that raise biologi-

cal fitness in at least two in vivo organisms, across the

dimensions of response amplitude and response duration,

in order to reach the genetically and epigenetically deter-

mined maxima.

The first scientific study of a biphasic dose–response phe-

nomenon was conducted in the 1880s by the German pharma-

cologist Hugo Schulz, who reported that disinfectants

stimulated yeast metabolism at low concentrations but inhib-

ited the same process at higher concentrations.1,5,8 Subse-

quent work in 1943 at the University of Idaho by forestry

researchers Ehrlich and Southam corroborated the existence

of nonlinear dose–response curves in studies of the effects of

red cedar tree extracts on fungi metabolism.1,5,8,9 Southam

and Ehrlich were the first to define this phenomenon as

“hormesis,” from the Greek word “hormaein” (to excite, sti-

mulate, or spur into action). Since these seminal reports,

biphasic dose–response curves have been repeatedly observed

in response to pharmacological and environmental stimuli

otherwise known as harmful, particularly in the fields of tox-

icology and ionizing radiation.5,10,11 Modest stimulatory

effects on fitness measures such as hyperplasia or cell meta-

bolism are often reported at low doses, whereas sufficiently

high doses overwhelm and inhibit natural defense mechan-

isms and may lead to the atrophy or demise of irreparably

injured cells. These nonlinear responses almost invariably

result in J-shaped curves (or inverted J-shaped or b curves,

depending on the outcome measure), with reproducible, quan-

titative features, such as a typically modest stimulation ampli-

tude and placement of the stimulatory portion of the curve

immediately adjacent to the “no observable adverse effect

level” (Figure 1).

Hormesis shares striking dose–response similarities with a

number of other biological phenomena, such as precondition-

ing, which was reported in influential ischemia studies of the

1980s.12-14 In those studies, preconditioning was defined as

an adaptive response to transient, sublethal ischemic episodes.

Exposure to brief ischemic episodes improved the ability of

stressed tissues to survive and recover from subsequent,

longer enduring ischemic attacks. Recent studies also support

the existence of postconditioning, in which exposure to brief

ischemic events after the severe ischemic challenge similarly

stimulates endogenous defenses and mitigates ischemia/

reperfusion injury.15,16

Both hormesis and preconditioning share similarities with

drug tolerance in pharmacology, in that exposure to drugs also

elicits compensatory biological effects (eg, increased
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detoxification by the liver) that temper the subsequent biolo-

gical impact of the drug and elicit the need for dose escalation

to generate the same response as before. Similarly, the father

of stress research, Hans Selye, coined the term “general adap-

tation syndrome” in 1936 to describe a stage of resistance

observed after an initial alarm reaction in animals exposed

to a wide variety of stressors.17,18 If the stressors were chronic

and unremitting, the resistance stage would be followed by an

exhaustion stage. Selye defined stimulatory and beneficial

stress as “eustress,” whereas negative, unyielding stress was

defined by him as “distress” and reported to elicit immuno-

suppression, ulcer formation, and perhaps untimely death.

Selye presciently wrote of “conditioning factors,” such as

preexisting disease states and dietary factors, which he pre-

dicted modify the course of general adaptation syndrome.17

Finally, biphasic effects of psychological stress on cognitive

function have been studied in humans for many decades,

beginning with the 1908 report of Yerkes and Dodson on

the nonlinear relationship between task complexity and

human performance and its revival by Broadhurst in the

1950s.2,19,20 In sum, the biphasic nature of the dose–response

curve has been reported by many researchers in entirely inde-

pendent fields of study; it is a generalizable, common evolu-

tionary strategy displayed at multiple levels of cellular and

tissue organization across all phyla—in plants, microbes,

invertebrates, and vertebrates.

Attempts to Unify the Terminology and
Identify Shared Mechanisms

Although we intend to focus on the beneficial effects of the

stimulatory portion of the biphasic dose-response curve, the

hormetic response is not construed a priori as either beneficial

or harmful but is more straightforwardly defined as low-dose

stimulation and high-dose inhibition.21 Hormesis per se may or

may not produce a desirable outcome. Two examples of unde-

sirable outcomes would be stimulation of bacterial growth at

low antibiotic doses and increased growth of weeds at low

doses of herbicides. In contrast, terms such as preconditioning

and postconditioning imply a favorable boost in natural resi-

lience. Furthermore, the term hormesis is typically used to

encompass responses to single-stimulus exposures, whereas

pre- and postconditioning are defined as the response to two

or more stimulus exposures, with one “stimulatory” and one

“challenge” exposure. On the other hand, the dose–response

profiles of conditioning, adaptation, tolerance, and hormesis

all assume the basic U- or J-shaped profile.6,22,23

Given the discipline-specific contexts in which these terms

are employed, it has been difficult to unify the terminology

across fields, although the phenotypic expression of resilience

is similar across various levels of biological organization. For

example, one common response to various classes of stressful

stimuli is the activation and nuclear translocation of master

transcription factors (eg, nuclear factor erythroid 2-related fac-

tor 2 or Nrf2) after engagement of key stress-sensitive signal

transduction pathways. Stress-sensitive transcription factors

often induce the expression of genes involved in survival,

repair, redox equilibrium, protein quality control, and mito-

chondrial bioenergetics. The subsequent changes in phenotype

marshal the structural and functional improvements observed

in stimulated, stress-resistant cells. Although low levels of

reactive oxygen species lie at the apex of many stress-

sensitive signal transduction cascades,24,25 the biological

responses elicited by hormetic and conditioning stimuli are

remarkably variegated, involving activation or induction of

hundreds of signaling pathways and genes, as discussed further

below. In addition, the classes of stimuli that elicit beneficial

stress responses are highly varied, ranging from exercise, diet-

ary fasting, drug exposure, light, electricity (eg, transcranial

direct current stimulation), to ionizing radiation. For partly

these reasons, it has been difficult to pinpoint one master

stress-sensing switch common to all forms of expression of

biological resilience. Therefore, it might be more productive

to view the biological mechanisms underlying natural resili-

ence as inherently variable, permitting remarkable flexibility

and redundancy in biological systems. Despite this natural

diversity, biphasic dose–response curves are relatively uniform

in profile and quantitative features, perhaps reflecting the con-

vergence of a wide array of stress response pathways on the

elaboration of an archetypal resistant phenotype. Indeed, this

funneling of distinct stress-sensitive pathways may explain

why the potency of hormetic stimuli and their specific

Figure 1. The traditional biphasic dose–response curve. Biological
fitness as a function of stimulus intensity. The mathematical features
of a typical biphasic dose–response curve in the literature are dis-
played. At low doses, a single exposure to a stimulus elicits a modest
increase in cellular fitness according to the principles of hormesis.
With increasing stressor intensity, cellular defense systems are over-
whelmed, and frank toxicity emerges at stimulus levels greater than
the no observable adverse effect level (NOAEL).
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mechanisms of action do not necessarily change the quantita-

tive features of the biphasic dose–response curve.26

Constraints on Biological Performance
Maxima

Although changes in receptor activation, signal transduction cas-

cades, posttranslational modifications, and gene expression are

frequently summoned to explain the biphasic nature of the hor-

metic curve, the specific reasons underlying the complete switch

in direction of the curve (ie, from stimulation to inhibition)

remain poorly understood at a mechanistic level. Related to the

switch in direction is the limit in amplitude or “ceiling” of the

stimulatory phase of the typical hormetic dose–response curve,

often described as *30% to 60% of control values3,5,6,27-29

(Figure 1). Potential explanations for these constraints may be

availability of nutrients and resources, saturation in enzyme

kinetics and metabolic pathways, or the eventual corruption of

biological information, such as with protein oxidation and mis-

folding in chronically stimulated cells. The stimulatory maxima

likely depend on both the existing bioenergetic state of the per-

turbed cell and the subsequent energy needs of the hormetic

response. Prolonged maintenance of a primed state might be too

energetically demanding, and dramatic intracellular changes

may be too disruptive to homeostasis, leading to instability.

However, these answers do not satisfactorily explain why the

amplitude of the biphasic dose–response curve might be con-

strained under conditions of nutrient repletion. In addition, they

fail to explain why cells with sufficient access to energy

resources do not generally maintain the heightened state of resi-

lience for extended periods but revert to baseline conditions once

the stimulus has waned, usually within a week or two. In

response to stress, a sustained increase in prosurvival factors

may increase the probability of malignant transformation and

may therefore not have been favored by evolution; the proteins

that orchestrate cell survival (eg, Bcl2) commonly antagonize

the effects of tumor suppressor proteins (eg, p53). It is also not

known whether a dramatic increase in the stimulatory portion of

the biphasic dose-response curve will elicit a net loss in other

variables that are equally important for long-term health. For

example, the fitness advantage of stress adaptation in plants

under conditions of injury or disease may be disadvantageous

under disease-free conditions.30

One possible reason for the low stimulatory maximum or

hormetic ceiling in Figure 1 may be that the stress-induced

increase in biological performance has been evolutionarily

shaped by the intermittent nature of many stressors, which

would not demand a chronic response to a single stimulus.

Almost all biological processes are designed to wax and wane,

as best exemplified by circadian rhythms driven by cyclical

expressions of genes that are entrained to the environmental

photoperiod. Another example of biological rhythmicity is the

fortification of muscle and bone during the recovery interval

between exercise bouts, rather than during the period of phys-

ical exertion itself. It may not be energetically feasible to upre-

gulate endogenous defenses and fortify injured cells during an

episode of ischemic conditioning, as oxygen and nutrient deliv-

ery to tissue is a prerequisite for metabolic recovery and robust

generation of ATP. Thus, rest periods appear critical for stress

recovery, as most repair processes are engaged during the peri-

ods of reprieve, unless perhaps the stimulus is extremely low in

dose.31 Thus, if cells are exposed to “conditioning” stimuli at

repeated, rhythmic intervals and not only once, the hormetic

responses might be all the more profound and closer to the true

biological maxima (discussed further below).

Intermittent and rhythmic stressors of low intensity may

elicit serial mini-responses that progressively build layers of

a strong foundation for the maximal expression of biological

fitness. In contrast, chronic and severe stressors elicit patholo-

gical disorders, perhaps including progressive neurodegenera-

tive conditions with cumulative and inexorable neuron loss.32

Neurodegenerative diseases often display an initial compensa-

tory phase with a U-shaped profile during which symptoms are

held at bay until a threshold of neuron loss is exceeded.33-42 Over

many years of progression, the degree of protein deposition, the

severity of neuron loss, and the intensity of the neurodegenera-

tive disease rise incrementally, supporting the view that the

duration of the disease lies in rough proportion to “disease dose.”

This concept supports the importance of the temporal dimension

of biphasic stress–response curves and is consistent with Selye’s

temporal distinctions between acute eustress and chronic distress

(see “Introduction and Historical Overview” section). Indeed,

the correlation between disease duration and disease severity/

dose may underlie the U-shaped profile of the early compensa-

tory changes in neurodegenerative disorders when plotted as a

function of time from disease onset.32 Another example of the

critical importance of the temporal dimension is that the duration

of the recovery interval between two stressors also determines

the direction of stress response (see discussion in43). In other

words, stimuli applied without a sufficient recovery interval

might potentiate lethality or toxicity instead of conditioning the

organism.44 In the field of neurodegeneration, the stress poten-

tiation phenomenon is often cited as support of the “two-hit

hypothesis,” in which dual hits that are either too close in time

or too intense in concentration elicit greater than additive toxi-

city rather than any conditioning effect.32,45

Can the Typical Constraints on Biological
Performance be Circumvented?

Despite some of the restrictions alluded to above, biological

performance and resilience are likely more plastic than antici-

pated and the dynamic range (or duration) of the stimulatory

portion of the average biphasic dose–response curve may be

enhanced by a number of modifications and/or vary with the

nature of the stimuli. For example, the enhancements in cogni-

tion with hormetic stimuli such as transcranial direct current

stimulation and low-level light therapy have been shown to

endure for months.46-49 In order to raise the ceiling of the

stimulatory portion of the biphasic dose–response curve, it is

important to consider the lifestyles of hominid and other pre-

datory ancestors.50 Prehistoric hominids had intermittent
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access to food relative to modern, nutrient-replete conditions,

and yet, the food-deprived brain and musculoskeletal system

had to continue to function well in order to tackle the problem

of food scarcity and secure additional nutrient resources. This

evolutionary requirement might explain why hominids and

other mammals engage in greater physical activity and exhibit

superior cognitive function after short periods of dietary

restriction, which activate a series of beneficial metabolic

changes centering on increased production of ketones.50-54

Modern eating habits and sedentary lifestyles rarely deplete

glycogen stores or raise performance-enhancing ketones, effec-

tively short-circuiting the biological processes favored by evo-

lution. As argued below, intermittent periods of dietary

restriction can even extend lifespan (see “Dietary Restriction

as a Hormetic or Conditioning Stimulus” and “Lifespan Exten-

sion as an Enduring Hormetic Response” sections), suggesting

that repeated exposures to hormetic stimuli can continue to

have profound and enduring beneficial effects. From a clinical

perspective, a major advantage of implementing the recom-

mended changes in eating and exercise habits is that they have

few, if any negative side effects compared to medications and

activate a wider array of biological targets, increasing the like-

lihood of sizable and enduring beneficial effects. In contrast,

the traditional strategy of designing selective drugs to prefer-

entially bind a single or few targets has often met with disap-

pointment in the clinic.

As stated above, mitochondrial biogenesis and other endo-

genous defenses might not be increased during the stress

period, but during the rest period, when protein synthesis is

boosted and cellular structures and organelles such as synapses

and mitochondria are formed. The intermittent nature of con-

ditioning stimuli (such as food deprivation) and the subsequent

recovery period may be important for optimizing health, sim-

ilar to the periodicity of rest–wake cycles. Perhaps for this very

reason, the long-term health consequences of prolonged circa-

dian disruption are grim.55-57 The importance of biological

rhythmicity is well supported by recent studies, showing that

prevention of an increase in sleep time in preconditioned ani-

mals abolished ischemic tolerance in preclinical stroke mod-

els.58 In short, strengthening circadian control by increasing the

amplitude of biological rhythms—such as increasing the

degree of physical exertion during the day and the duration and

quality of nighttime sleep—may further optimize biological

performance. By extension, limiting meals to a 7-hour period

during the day to raise the amplitude of the circadian rhythm of

food intake might benefit patients with metabolic disorders,

and limiting tube-feeding times in critically ill patients to

restricted diurnal hours could speed their recovery.59,60

Dietary Restriction as a Hormetic or
Conditioning Stimulus

Avoidance of nutrient repletion may be a simple and econom-

ical strategy to accelerate a safe recovery from planned stres-

sors, including elective surgeries. Approximately 80 years ago,

caloric restriction without malnutrition, when compared to ad

libitum feeding, was found to extend the lifespan of rats.61

Dietary restriction has two highly evolutionarily conserved

properties: (1) It increases multiple forms of stress resistance,

and (2) it produces a rapid onset of beneficial effects. Many

studies confirm the beneficial effects of dietary restriction in

protecting against radiation, inflammation, and ischemia–

reperfusion injury.51,62,63 For example, within a few weeks of

onset, dietary restriction can reduce mortality and precondition

the liver or kidney against injury in response to ischemia, lead-

ing to superior redox equilibria and insulin sensitivity.64 Diet-

ary restriction can also protect against infections such as

cerebral malaria65—an example of “cross-tolerance,” whereby

pre-exposure to one type of mild stimulus can condition against

another entirely different type of harmful stimulus.

As previously mentioned, dietary restriction acts to switch

liver metabolism from the breakdown of hepatic glycogen into

glucose to the breakdown of adipose fatty acids into ketones,

which are important not only as the metabolic substrates for

ATP synthesis but also serve as signaling molecules. These

metabolic changes increase mitochondrial numbers, angiogen-

esis, exercise capacity, and longevity.66-68 Studies in verte-

brates, including nonhuman primates and human patients,

demonstrate that dietary restriction accomplishes the follow-

ing: (1) reductions in disease burden, markers of oxidative

stress, and inflammation; (2) improvements in cholesterol, tri-

glycerides, and blood pressure; and (3) delays in mortality.68-71

In humans, the benefits of dietary restriction are not limited to

those who struggle with weight or shoulder the burden of dis-

ease. Even in nonobese 21- to 51-year-old humans, caloric

restriction is not only feasible but also mitigates cardiac and

metabolic risk factors and inflammation—although it may also

reduce bone density.68,72,73 In nonoverweight, healthy middle-

aged adults, a simple reduction in meal frequency without any

change in calories reduces cortisol levels and body fat mass

without overall weight changes, whereas blood pressure and

total cholesterol values are increased.74

Dietary restriction can be achieved with a number of meth-

ods, although most dietary restriction studies have tested the

effects of 20% to 40% reductions in caloric intake. Alternative

approaches include restricting the time of feeding to 7 hours

during the day without reducing total caloric intake or elimi-

nating specific nutrients, such as methionine, from the diet.75,76

Dietary administration of exogenous ketones may also exert

benefits52 and is sometimes practiced to enhance performance

in elite athletes. On the other hand, no clear benefits of boosting

dietary ketone intake in military Special Operations Forces

have been observed.77

Our closest living relatives, the chimpanzees, engage in

tribal warfare and patrol their territorial boundaries for consid-

erable distances. During these times, the males restrict feeding

and social behavior.78,79 However, not all behaviors observed

in great apes are adaptive, and it may be difficult to make sound

recommendations on caloric restriction for soldiers, as military

personnel generally require a wide range of kilocalories per day

during training missions (3109-7131 kcal).80 Glucocorticoid

secretion during periods of stress is known to increase caloric

Leak et al 5



intake and dictate energy balance.81 The rigor of basing a mil-

itary diet on research data derived exclusively from caged ani-

mals living in relatively stress-free, nonenriched, constant

temperature environments remains in question. Although stud-

ies are warranted to determine the effects of dietary modifica-

tions on modern-day soldiers during periods of high stress and

simulated combat, there is no assurance that they will accu-

rately depict the complex relationships existing between diet-

ary patterns, cortisol levels, anxiety, and measures of health

and vigor during the starker privations of wartime.

Based on 17 years of experience in Iraq and Afghanistan, the

US Army is revamping its physical fitness test to emphasize

strength training. The average infantryman carries *80 pounds

of equipment for a marching load, and in an emergency their

load may be considerably heavier. As an example, casualty

evacuation requires carrying or dragging a fellow, body-

armored soldier to safety, translating to perhaps 200 pounds

or more of total extra weight. Low muscle mass is associated

with frailty and mortality,82 and soldiers losing sufficient mus-

cle mass from protein or calorie restriction may lower their

probabilities of survival; caution must therefore be exercised

with recommendations of fasting or limiting protein intake

immediately, before, and during wartime. Rigorous retrospec-

tive studies of dietary habits, combat readiness, and battle suc-

cess probability are recommended and should be followed by

prospective studies if the data are unambiguously positive.

Physical Exertion as a Hormetic or
Conditioning Stimulus

Aside from being hungry more often, hominid ancestors likely

existed in a better state of physical conditioning due to higher

activity profiles than modern humans. Exercise is a primordial

preconditioning stimulus shown to benefit brain and musculos-

keletal health in manifold ways, including improvements in

mitochondrial metabolism and biogenesis.25,51,83 Exercise has

long been known to be effective in both the young and fit and

the old and infirm.84 A recent meta-analysis of the exercise

literature on young human patients (6-35 years of age) con-

cluded that physical activity significantly boosts executive

function.85 Exercise is also known to improve sleep quality,86

which would strengthen circadian control and produce salutary

effects on a number of physiological variables. Indeed, engage-

ment in previous occupational and physical activities is thought

of as a preconditioning stimulus that reduces the risk of subse-

quent injury, such as during the intense basic training of the

Army infantry.87

Studies conducted with experimental models demonstrate

that exercise activates 50 adenosine monophosphate-activated

protein kinase (AMPK) and reduces myocardial infarct sizes

by 50%.88 Furthermore, the combination of exercise and calo-

ric restriction elicits additive increases in measures such as

dendritic spine densities and neurotrophic factors in rodent

models of diabetes.89,90 These enhancements may be

explained by observations that exercise combined with diet-

ary fasting further encourages the liver to switch its

metabolism from glucose to ketones.31,91-93 Integrative inter-

ventions combining changes in diet, exercise, and mental

training have similarly been shown to improve or maintain

cognitive function in elderly human patients.94,95 The com-

bined benefits of exercise and dietary restriction support the

view that the limits of biological resilience may be extended

by simultaneous application of two or more hormetic stimuli

as well as by repeated application over time.

In summary, regularly scheduled, intermittent physical

training (exercise) is a conditioning stimulus widely known

to improve health and performance indices. Military comman-

ders, athletic coaches, and family physicians recommend exer-

cise to enhance the stamina and performance of almost

everyone. Compared to, for example, dietary restrictions,

nutraceuticals, or pharmaceuticals, physical exercise is easier

to implement without developing strict guidelines or identify-

ing therapeutic indices. Its practitioners might also enjoy the

relative lack of deleterious side effects compared to classical

medical interventions, although a failure to recognize its J- or

U-shaped dose responsive nature can result in accidental injury

or even death.

Divergence and Convergence of Biological
Mediators of Stress Resistance

The mechanisms underlying the benefits of exercise and caloric

restriction have been reviewed in detail elsewhere.53,91,96-98

Briefly, physical exertion increases a number of markers of

cellular fitness, including but not limited to increases in

AMPK, superoxide dismutases, brain-derived neurotrophic

factor (BDNF), cyclic adenosine monophosphate response ele-

ment-binding protein (CREB), peroxisome proliferator-

activated receptor g coactivator-1a (PGC1a), sirtuin 3

(SIRT3), calcium influx, and mitochondrial biogen-

esis.51,62,99,100 For example, dietary restriction and exercise

stimulate increased levels of PGC1a and circulating ketones

(such as 3-b-hydroxybutyrate), which then induce the expres-

sion of BDNF to help maintain dendritic spines.54,101,102 Exer-

cise may also induce neuronal expression of SIRT3, which is

known to mediate hormetic responses to oxidative, excitotoxic,

and bioenergetic stressors through the hyperacetylation of

mitochondrial superoxide dismutase 2 and cyclophilin D.103

Benefits of a hormetic stimulus, such as dietary restriction,

can be blocked by antioxidant supplementation, such as with

the thiol N-acetyl cysteine, suggesting a mechanistic role for

reactive oxygen species in the hormetic response.25,104,105 The

“mitohormesis” hypothesis specifically asserts that reactive

oxygen species escape from the mitochondrial electron trans-

port chain and act as signaling molecules to promote cellular

fitness and extend lifespan.24,25,106 These stress-induced

increases in reactive oxygen species are thought to activate

Nrf2 and elicit phase II enzyme-directed improvements in

redox equilibrium. During the Nrf2 activation process, reactive

cysteine residues on the Nrf2-inhibitory protein Kelch-like

ECH associated protein 1 (Keap1) react with reactive oxygen

species or electrophiles to induce conformational changes in
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Keap1, causing the Nrf2–Keap1 complex to dissociate.107

Once Nrf2 is released from the Nrf2–Keap1 complex, the

Keap1-dependent ubiquitination and degradation of Nrf2 are

halted. The activated form of Nrf2 then translocates into the

nucleus and binds to antioxidant response elements that pro-

mote the transcription of more than 200 genes involved in

detoxification and redox equilibrium, including glutathione-

S-transferase, superoxide dismutase, nicotinamide adenine

dinucleotide phosphate (NAD(P)H): quinone oxidoreductase

thioredoxins, peroxiredoxins, glutathione synthetase, and so

on.107 For example, exposure to low concentrations of thiol-

reactive agents, such as the cigarette component acrolein,

preconditions cells and protects them against subsequent expo-

sures to higher acrolein doses through the Nrf2-mediated

induction of g-glutamylcysteine synthetase and the subsequent

production of glutathione.108

Although molecules involved in redox equilibrium, such as

glutathione, heme oxygenase 1, and g-glutamylcysteine

synthetase, are often espoused as biomarkers for stress adapta-

tion, they may not mediate cross-tolerance or underlie all cases

of hormesis or preconditioning.109 For example, the ability of

dietary restriction to precondition against ischemia–reperfusion

injury is not Nrf2 dependent but may be mediated by a natural

increase in the production of hydrogen sulfide,110 a molecule

that acts as an endogenous neuromodulator of long-term poten-

tiation in the hippocampus and as a vasodilator, among other

phylogenetically ancient roles.111-113 Hydrogen sulfide produc-

tion is controlled by expression of the cystathionine g-lyase

(cgl) gene, without which dietary restriction has no positive

effects and hepatic stress resistance mediated by dietary restric-

tion is abolished.110 Animals without cgl exhibit hypertension,

consistent with the vasodilatory properties of hydrogen sul-

fide.114 Hydrogen sulfide can also act as a mimetic of dietary

restriction and extend lifespan.110,115 Conversely, low levels of

hydrogen sulfide are a biomarker of vascular dysfunction in

humans.116 These findings are consistent with the view that

increases in cellular resilience are not necessarily mediated

by common biological pathways from beginning to end but can

be initiated by many distinct pathways that converge upon

mitochondria to supply the extra energy for building resilience.

In plants, an initial environmental stress tends to produce

broad, nonspecific responses involving numerous signaling

systems, whereas repeated exposures may elicit more specific

and focused responses.117,118 Some plant genes are “trainable”

with repeated stress exposure and display transcription rates

that are higher than in other “nontrainable” genes. In mammals,

ischemic preconditioning is associated with near-global down-

regulation of gene expression at the RNA level, whereas focal

ischemia in the absence of preconditioning leads to a wide-

spread and dramatic increase in the expression of a large num-

ber of genes.119,120 These findings have been interpreted to

suggest that preconditioning “reprograms” and blunts the tran-

scriptional response to ischemia–reperfusion injury.120 Simi-

larly, epileptic preconditioning of the hippocampus elicits

downregulation of 73% of the responding genes in the stress-

tolerant group, including genes across different functional

categories.121 However, blocking protein translation prevents

the development of ischemic tolerance, suggesting that

preconditioning-induced tolerance depends not only on the

downregulation of many important genes but also on the upre-

gulation of others.122,123

During the state of ischemic tolerance, groups of nuclear

genes are often expressed. One such group of genes codes for

the evolutionarily conserved polycomb proteins and is impor-

tant in the development and regulation of cell identity.124 The

knockdown of two polycomb proteins attenuates ischemic tol-

erance, whereas polycomb overexpression attenuates ischemic

injury.125 These collective results suggest that the induction of

key proteins to elicit the broad silencing of genes might be

leveraged as a therapeutic approach, with the caveat that

long-term, chronic induction of prosurvival genes combined

with near-global transcriptional suppression might also drive

oncogenesis. Nevertheless, the future translation of these ideas

into practical applications is supported by clinical reports that

gene expression profiles in peripheral immune cells predict

stroke prognosis in African-American patients.126 Somewhat

analogously, psychological resilience against posttraumatic

stress disorder has been associated with a robust reduction in

the conserved transcriptional response to adversity, which is

characterized by increases in proinflammatory proteins and

decreases in antiviral- and antibody-related expressions of

genes many years after war service.127

An effective method of achieving global gene silencing is

through epigenetic changes that may be heritable without

changing the specific DNA sequence, such as by covalent mod-

ifications of DNA and histones, chromatin folding, DNA

packaging around nucleosomes, and expression of noncoding

RNA.128 Epigenetic changes were succinctly defined by Con-

rad Waddington in the 1940s as “the interactions of genes with

their environment which [sic] bring the phenotype into

being.”128 The best-studied example of epigenetic control of

phenotype is the viable yellow Agouti mouse. As the first

biosensor of maternal nutritional effects, studies of the Agouti

mouse ushered in the era of environmental epigenomics.129,130

In the Agouti mouse model, genetically identical mice exhibit

strikingly different coat color, body mass, and susceptibility to

cancer or diabetes, depending entirely on the dietary supple-

mentation of pregnant mothers with various methyl donors,

such as folic acid, vitamin B12, choline, and betaine.131-133 The

viable yellow mouse is obese and easily distinguished from the

mottled or brown mice that have been exposed in utero to

dietary supplementation with methyl donors or hypermethylat-

ing phytoestrogens. Supplementation of pregnant mothers with

either folic acid or phytoestrogen similarly counteracts the

hypomethylating effects of the endocrine disruptor bisphenol

A in the Agouti model.134 The impact of gestational diet on

hypermethylation, Agouti expression, and obesity persist into

adulthood, suggesting stable, enduring effects on the epigen-

ome.132 It is worth emphasizing that the hormetic stimulus of

methyl donor food intake in the Agouti studies is probably

intermittent or rhythmic, as it is likely to be entrained to the

light–dark cycle of the animal facility.
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The effects of low-dose X-ray exposure on the Agouti

mouse model conform to the U-shaped profile of hormesis.

Rather than observing an increase in yellow-coated, obese,

illness-prone animals after exposure to low doses of radiation

(similar to levels employed in the clinic), the incidence of

brown-coated, healthier Agouti animals increased by 30%.

As expected, this was associated with increased DNA methyla-

tion.135 Antioxidants administered prior to and during low-dose

radiation exposures abolished their salutary effects and pre-

vented the increase in DNA methylation after radiation, sug-

gesting again that adaptive effects are mediated by increases in

reactive oxygen species.135 These observations are consistent

with the mitohormesis hypothesis introduced above.24,25,106

In summary, the Agouti mouse studies indicate that endur-

ing, heritable effects on the epigenome and fitness might be

evoked not only through dietary supplementation with methyl

donors but also through hormetic application of low-dose X-

rays. Furthermore, the abrogation of the epigenetic response to

low-dose radiation by antioxidant supplementation strongly

suggests mechanistic roles for reactive oxygen species and

epigenetics in mediating a hormetic response. While reactive

oxygen species may serve as a mechanism for cellular systems

to sense, initiate, and signal hormetic responses, repetitive hor-

metic conditioning may reconfigure the 3-dimensional struc-

ture of the genome and reprogram its gene expression toward a

longer lasting favorable state. If epigenetic mechanisms are

partially responsible for hormetic reprogramming and repeti-

tive conditioning reprograms gene expression to produce a

longer lasting, healthier phenotype, then beneficial effects of

repetitive conditioning—such as bouts of exercise—may also

be enduring and heritable.

Lifespan Extension as an Enduring Hormetic
Response

The extension of lifespan by hormetic stimuli is an excellent

example of an enduring stress response. Lifespan has been

extended with dietary restriction of organisms ranging from

yeast, flies, and nematodes to rodents and primates.61,67,69 Not

surprisingly, the degree of resistance to stress is a predictor of

lifespan, in that increased stress resistance correlates with

increased life expectancy in single-gene mutant nematodes,

and mild stressors, such as heat, can extend nematode

lifespan.136-139 Multiple exposures to mild heat shock increase

lifespan by almost 50%, whereas single exposures to heat shock

early in life only increase lifespan by *20%,140 consistent with

the recommendations made below. However, the positive

effects of heat exposures on nematode lifespan are greater if

the stimuli are applied early in life, perhaps because lifespan-

predictive proteins such as heat shock protein 16 become less

responsive as the worms age.141,142 If heat is applied repeatedly

to induce thermotolerance and longevity, it must be carefully

titrated. Failure to systematically reduce the heat stimulus dur-

ing successive exposures may abrogate the beneficial response.

Heat application therefore seems to have a lower therapeutic

index than exercise, which can be dramatically increased in

duration and intensity until biological maxima in strength and

endurance are reached and maintained for long periods. On the

other hand, a mild increase in body temperature as a result of

exercise might have safer hormetic properties. Notably, higher

temperatures within the United States and Germany are corre-

lated with lower mortality rates, although these studies do not

establish any causal links.143,144 However, because all stress–

response curves are biphasic, temperature extremes may lead to

higher death rates.145

Given the short life cycle and tractability of genetic manip-

ulations in Caenorhabditis elegans—the first eukaryotic

metazoan to be sequenced—the biological mechanisms under-

lying hormesis, fitness, and longevity can be rigorously and

rapidly demonstrated in vivo in this versatile model organism.

AGE1 is the nematode homologue of PI3 kinase, a protein

known to activate the Akt signal transduction pathway. Life-

span-extending mutations in the age1 gene of C elegans were

discovered many years ago.146,147 Furthermore, thermotoler-

ance can be elicited by mutations in age1, whereas thermoto-

lerance is suppressed with loss-of-function mutations in genes

of the dauer formation pathway, part of which lies downstream

of AGE-1–mediated Akt activation.148,149 Expression of daf-

18, a gene of the dauer formation pathway, is essential for the

display of thermotolerance,148 whereas DAF-16 (homologous

to mammalian FoxO3) regulates lifespan and stress reactions to

toxins after it translocates to the nucleus and integrates devel-

opmental and environmental inputs.150,151 Given the relative

ease and affordability of in vivo genetic and pharmacological

manipulations of C elegans and studies of its aging and

lifespan, the nematode model seems a logical choice for the

systematic studies of hormesis discussed in the section entitled

“Identification of Knowledge Gaps and Recommendations for

Systematic Studies.”

Infection as a Hormetic Stressor

Many stressors of biological systems elicit adaptive responses,

provided the dosimetry is rigorously investigated. The stressors

most frequently associated with biphasic dose–response curves

include ionizing radiation, chemicals (manmade or natural),

physical exercise, oxygen free radicals, oxygen reduction or

oxygen/substrate restriction (hypoxic or ischemic conditioning,

respectively), and calorie restriction. However, the realm of

hormetic stressors is likely to extend beyond physical and

chemical agents to infectious biological pathogens (eg, viruses,

bacteria, and mold). Exposure of higher organisms to low

“doses” of microbes is essential for a properly functioning

immune system, comparable to the impact of regular physical

exercise on muscle and bone conditioning. However, high

pathogen loads that overcome the epidermal barrier and other

biological shields can have severely damaging effects, consis-

tent with the biphasic nature of the stress–response curve.

Recent data support differential responses of the innate

immune system to infectious stress; low pathogen loads are

more likely to elicit immune tolerance and resistance and to
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repair tissue damage, whereas higher pathogen loads may shut

down these energy-intensive responses.152-155

In 1947, Paul Beeson reported that repeated injections of the

archetypal pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP)

lipopolysaccharide elicited endotoxin tolerance in rab-

bits.156,157 Subsequent studies confirmed that the process of

preconditioning cells or animals with PAMPs mitigates hyper-

inflammation.153,155 For example, pretreatment of macro-

phages with lipopolysaccharides was found to (1) reprogram

their gene expression profiling through Toll-like receptor-

induced chromatin modifications, (2) blunt the increase in

proinflammatory tumor necrosis factor-a, (3) increase anti-

inflammatory molecules such as interleukin-10, and (4) boost

phagocytic and bactericidal properties.153,158-160 In contrast to

protolerance and anti-inflammatory responses induced by lipo-

polysaccharides, a fungal cell wall component (b-glucan) was

shown to elicit “trained immunity,” which sensitizes or primes

immune and cytokine responses via mitogen activated protein

kinase (MAPK) signal transduction pathways and epigenome

modification.152-155,161,162 However, the concentration-

dependent impact of both lipopolysaccharides and b-glucan

on tumor necrosis factor-a and the secretion of interleukin-6

is biphasic. Lipopolysaccharides also induce U-shaped

responses in both the proliferative and the phagocytic activities

of microglia. The signal transduction processes mediating these

activities involve reactive oxygen species and PI3 kinase acti-

vation,153,163 consistent with the principles of mitohormesis

and the thermal stress-induced tolerance in nematodes.

The History of Ischemic Conditioning and Its
Clinical Translation

In 1943, Noble reported that whole-body trauma elicited resis-

tance against further trauma that was otherwise fatal in both

rats and guinea pigs.164 Later that decade, Noell and Chinn

discovered that exposure of the rabbit brain to anoxia delayed

mortality in response to anoxia re-exposure. Similar effects

were reported in the 1960s by Dahl and Balfour in rats and

were attributed to increases in pyruvate and glycolysis.165-167

This old literature has not been associated with the appellation

of biological “preconditioning” and “tolerance.” Instead, these

terms are often attributed to studies by Murry and colleagues in

the 1980s,168 although they were employed earlier—including

in a 1964 article on lysosome shock by Janoff.169 Myocardial

adaptations to sublethal ischemic events were described in

influential studies of Murry and others in the 1980s, which

demonstrated that (1) four 5-minute episodes of circumflex

occlusions, with intervals of 5 minutes of reperfusion between

each episode, protected myocardial tissue against a sustained

40 minutes of occlusion and reduced infarct size by an impres-

sive 75%168 and (2) four intermittent 10-minute episodes of

myocardial ischemia led to no loss of ATP or tissue necrosis,

unlike continuous coronary artery occlusion for 40 consecutive

minutes.170 These studies were swiftly followed by an explo-

sion of work on ischemic preconditioning, including reports of

marked protection of the rat retina from ischemia and robust

protection of the brain against global ischemia and stroke

injury.171-179

The different mechanisms underlying ischemic tolerance

are the subject of numerous reviews and will not be elaborated

in detail here.12-14,180-183 Briefly, ischemic tolerance was

divided into an early phase (manifested within hours) and a

delayed phase (manifested within days) early in the history

of preconditioning research. The former was hypothesized to

be mediated by ion channel openings, rapid posttranslational

modifications, and autocoid secretion (eg, adenosine, bradyki-

nin, nitric oxide, and adrenergics) and the latter by delayed

changes in gene expression and protein synthesis, culminating

in increased resilience, inflammation resolution, and the miti-

gation of reactive oxygen species and ischemia/reperfusion

injury.183-185 The early studies of preconditioning also revealed

the existence of a window between these two phases during

which the system was refractory, and no protection could be

provoked although reintroducing a brief ischemic episode

defeated this noncompliance186,187 and proved consistent with

the benefits of repetitive conditioning.

Aside from the groundbreaking work on ischemic tolerance

in the heart and brain, ischemic preconditioning in one vascular

bed (via brief circumflex branch occlusion) was reported to

protect remote myocardium from sustained coronary artery

occlusion.188 This discovery of remote preconditioning against

myocardial infarction was extended in subsequent experiments

employing brief occlusion of the anterior mesenteric artery and

left renal artery189 as well as brief occlusion of the femoral

artery or tourniquet occlusion of a limb.180,184,190,191 For exam-

ple, Birnbaum and colleagues reported that partial femoral

artery occlusion in rabbits protected the “distant” myocardium

from coronary artery occlusion.190 Remote preconditioning

was also shown to extend to difficult-to-reach organs, such as

the brain and spinal cord.192-204 Studies in mice revealed that

the mass of the tissue exposed to remote conditioning was less

important than the optimal number of remote conditioning

cycles (4 cycles with 5 minutes of reperfusion) and that cycles

lasting 2 minutes offered similar protection as 5-minute cycles,

whereas 10-minute cycles abolished protection,205 as predicted

by the biphasic nature of hormesis and the critical nature of its

temporal dimension. These findings confirm that dose, fre-

quency, and duration are all equally important features of

hormesis that need to be systematically tested to identify the

optimal regimens.

In humans as well as other mammals, diffusible plasma

factors appear to harbor protective properties after remote limb

preconditioning.206-208 Similarly, exercise elicits cardioprotec-

tion through a humoral factor in human plasma that can be

transferred to ex vivo heart preparations harvested from lower

species.209 Exercising only one side of the body also makes the

opposite side stronger in humans, perhaps through diffusible

factors.210 Somewhat analogously, unilateral dopaminergic

neurotoxicity elicits “cross-hemispheric” conditioning and

completely prevents behavioral deficits and cell loss in

response to a second hit in the opposite hemisphere, which may

explain the asymmetrical nature of dopaminergic cell loss and
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motor deficits in early Parkinson disease.43 Aside from nitrite,

adenosine, or inflammatory factors such as potential diffusible

mediators of remote preconditioning,204,211,212 extracellular

vesicles such as exosomes, microvesicles, and apoptotic bodies

containing peptides, proteins, microRNA (eg, miR-144), and

DNA may also convey long-distance communication in remote

conditioning.213-215 Perhaps because remote conditioning is

dependent on freely diffusible factors, its benefits are indepen-

dent of the ischemic region.211,216 However, there also appear

to be direct neuron-dependent effects, as a ganglionic blocker

may prevent the benefits of remote preconditioning, and

patients with diabetic neuropathy exhibit lower amplitude con-

ditioning responses.189,208,217,218 This body of work reveals the

critical importance of in vivo studies of preconditioning, in

which diffusible plasma factors and their long-distance effects

can be scrutinized. For partly these reasons, our recommenda-

tion for systematic studies of hormesis is to find and use the

appropriate in vivo models.

Based on a large body of preclinical work, remote precon-

ditioning has been translated with at least some degree of

success to the clinic. For example, it may benefit patients with

cardiovascular disease, in whom it has been shown to salvage

myocardium and reduce stroke recurrence.219-226 Specifi-

cally, remote limb preconditioning reduced stroke recurrence

from 23% to 5% at 90 days and 27% to 8% at 300 days in

patients with intracranial arterial stenosis.220 The safe, twice-

daily application of the conditioning stimulus for almost 1

year in the latter studies raises the possibility of enduring

hormetic effects in humans with regularly repeating (ie,

rhythmic) hormetic stimulation. Ischemic tolerance in humans

may be associated with the release of tumor necrosis factor-a
and appears to be induced by transient ischemic attacks and

preinfarction angina.227-232 However, the neuroprotective

potential of transient ischemic attacks is generally believed

to recede in elderly patients,233 although the available data are

contradicted by Meng and colleagues’ body of work, in which

beneficial effects of remote conditioning were still evident in

patients in their 80s and 90s.234

If hypoxia and acidosis limit athletic performance and

ischemic preconditioning increases both stimuli, then repeated

bouts of remote preconditioning should logically increase ath-

letic performance. Consistent with these assumptions, remote

preconditioning has the ability to amplify maximal athletic

performance in elite swimmers,206 enhance power output in

cyclists,235-237 and preserve blood flow in treadmill runners.238

However, men appear to profit from remote ischemic precon-

ditioning with greater gains in strength and peripheral oxygen

extraction than women,239 and not all studies have invariably

shown benefits of ischemic conditioning on athleticism.240

Nevertheless, a number of strategies for leveraging remote

preconditioning to boost athletic performance have been

reviewed,241 and ethical considerations of ischemic precondi-

tioning in high-stake competitions have been raised.242

In preclinical animal studies, experimental conditions are

tightly controlled, and the population of animals is genetically

uniform compared to the conspicuous heterogeneity of human

populations enrolled in clinical trials. As a result, the capacity

to detect small changes—including hormesis—under condi-

tions of high background noise is greatly hindered in the latter.

This creates a serious, expensive problem for the pharmaceu-

tical industry and has likely contributed to many trial failures,

including those that reported no efficacy of remote condition-

ing.243 One strategy to overcome the variance inherent in

human patients might be to combine end points for an inte-

grated value for health assessment, as discussed in the section

entitled “How Do We Define Health and Can We Boost It in

Both the Sick and Healthy?”

Repetitive Conditioning for Extension of
Biological Resilience

The initial studies on ischemic preconditioning in the brain

often employed a single preconditioning stimulus and reported

that the protection waned within a week or so. However, the

well-established phenomenon of long-term facilitation in the

Aplysia sea slug with intermittent, repeated stimulation, and

the widespread recognition that repeated stimuli cultivate super-

ior memory consolidation, have prompted researchers to test

repetitive conditioning stimuli as a means of augmenting the

size and duration of the hormetic stress response.244-246 For

example, episodic exposure to hypoxia, sometimes even post-

injury, has been shown to induce long-lasting tolerance in mod-

els of retinal ischemia, myocardial infarction, spinal cord injury,

glaucoma, and stroke—enduring effect associated with an anti-

inflammatory phenotype.247-253 Moreover, reductions in infarct

size as well as in adverse cardiac remodeling with repetitive

remote conditioning can be enhanced by repetitive remote con-

ditioning in a dose-dependent manner.254 Similarly, multiple

exposures of plants to dehydration in a short period of time

primes them to survive subsequent periods of drought better than

prolonged stress exposure and is thought to “train” future

transcriptional responses.118 The concept that repetitive presen-

tations of a conditioning stimulus prolong the period of induced

resilience has recently been reviewed in detail.255

It is important to note that the traditional remote ischemic

preconditioning protocols involve repetitive tightening of the

cuff and not a single ischemia/reperfusion event, suggesting

that repeated bouts of hypoxia conditioning are effective in

humans. In patients with stage 1 arterial hypertension, inter-

mittent hypoxia conditioning can mitigate high blood pres-

sure.256 Similarly, patients with spinal cord injury

demonstrate superior locomotor recovery257,258 and improved

hand dexterity259 after intermittent hypoxic postconditioning.

Furthermore, sustained improvements in endothelial function

(ie, flow-mediated dilation and resting skin microcirculation)

have been reported in the clinic following repetitive remote

conditioning with a cuff.260 Repetitive conditioning of the arm

has also been shown to accelerate the healing of leg ulcers in

human patients.261 The benefits of repetitive, intermittent

hypoxia as a conditioning stimulus may be analogous to the

advantages of high-intensity, interval training in humans rela-

tive to moderately intense endurance exercise.262-264
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Some limitations of repetitive conditioning are important to

recognize. After chronic treatments, some degree of habitua-

tion may be observed, suggesting that the conditioning stimulus

may need to be modified frequently to prevent desensitiza-

tion.265 Another concern is the potentially toxic effect of stress

overstimulation, perhaps because the stimulus is too high in

intensity or administered for too long a duration or at the wrong

time. For example, although animals raised in environmentally

enriched conditions typically fare better after subsequent trau-

matic brain injury compared to animals raised in standard hous-

ing conditions, the standard housing elicits better outcomes

than enriched housing if applied during the acute recovery

period immediately following the trauma.266 Similarly, initia-

tion of exercise immediately after traumatic brain injury

increases signs of inflammation and fails to mitigate the lesion

or its neurological sequelae, in contrast to exercise initiated

following a 5-week delay posttrauma.267 These findings further

confirm the importance of optimizing hormesis in the temporal

dimension. Indeed, the most serious challenge for the transla-

tion of hormesis and conditioning to the clinic is the identifi-

cation of the hormetic “sweet spot,” especially in diverse

populations of the old (or even young) with comorbidities that

likely shift the dose–response and duration–response curves.

For example, some researchers have proposed that the physi-

cally “untrained” populations might profit more from remote

ischemic conditioning than highly trained athletes who may

already be maximally preconditioned by their prior vigorous

training, thereby shrinking the dynamic hormetic range for the

latter.242 In other words, the closer the athletes are to their

genetically and epigenetically predetermined maxima, the

lower may be the size of any additional hormetic response.

How Do We Define Health and Can We
Boost It in Both the Sick and Healthy?

The definition of health according to the Constitution of the

World Health Organization in 1948 was “a state of complete

physical, mental, and social well-being, and not merely the

absence of disease or infirmity.”268 More recently, health has

been defined more plainly and less stringently as the “ability to

adapt.”269 Acute adaptive responses are, by definition, those

that provide a survival advantage, not unlike long-term adapta-

tions on an evolutionary timescale. It might be useful to think

of the “ability to adapt” as analogous to pulling a spring—such

as cocking a weapon—and to acknowledge that the beneficial

effects of conditioning stimuli may not be evident in measur-

able biomarkers until there is a toxic trigger and the weapon is

fired, which only then elicits perceptible changes in cellular

defense systems. The ability to rapidly transition to this state

of heightened tension or stress resistance might distinguish

the healthy from the frail, but its dynamic range might recede

with aging and comorbidities.233,270 On the other hand, as

mentioned earlier, remote limb conditioning has the capacity

to reduce the risk of stroke recurrence or white matter hyper-

intensities in patients with symptomatic intracranial athero-

sclerotic stenosis, including in patients in their 80s and 90s or

in patients with cerebral small-vessel disease.220,234,271

Furthermore, remote conditioning is still feasible in critically

ill patients after subarachnoid hemorrhage, a condition other-

wise associated with significant mortality and morbid-

ity.272,273 As stated in the “Repetitive Conditioning for

Extension of Biological Resilience” section, the view that

highly fit or elite athletes might be more difficult to precondi-

tion than untrained, less physically fit patients has also been

expressed.242 Collectively, these arguments presage the chal-

lenges of accurately predicting who will benefit from a hor-

metic challenge, the extent of such benefit, and how and when

it should be applied in the clinic.

Aside from lifestyle modifications in exercise habits and

restriction of caloric intake, the specific content of the diet also

influences overall health measures and stress resistance. Phy-

tochemicals in food, such as polyphenols and catechins, have

long been proposed to serve as hormetic stimuli.274-276 The

biphasic nature of the response to phytochemicals has been

defined as xenohormesis and is not unexpected given that

plants often produce these compounds to discourage predation

and that many phytochemicals harbor electrophilic proper-

ties.277 Phytochemicals, such as polyphenols, have the ability

to exert both antioxidant and prooxidant actions, and the latter

effects may be mediated by oxidized, thiol-reactive deriva-

tives.278 Electrophiles and oxidized phytochemicals encourage

Nrf2 translocation to the nucleus by inhibitory action on

Keap1, as described above.

The distinct advantage of bioactive food components, as

opposed to selective drugs, is that they impact a multitude of

targets. For example, flavanols have pleiotropic effects on

health, including boosts in glutathione and anti-inflammatory

activities.279 However, not all of the effects of flavanols, such

as on vascular function and plasma antioxidant capacity, are

sizable in amplitude when measured individually, but when

integrated across a number of health measures, the effects of

flavanols have been reported as statistically significant and

designated as an integrative biomarker—“the index of vascular

health.”279 A similarly integrative approach might be used to

characterize a human hormetic biomarker of practical signifi-

cance in both clinical and nonclinical settings.280 Similarly, the

effects of nutritional interventions on inflammation and meta-

bolism need to be examined across the dosing and temporal

dimensions, while applying a “systems biology” approach at

the molecular, cellular, and organ levels.281 Other clear advan-

tages of a plant-rich diet replete with xenohormetic phytochem-

icals are the high therapeutic index, wide therapeutic window,

safety of repeated, lifelong exposure, and ease of implementa-

tion, including in the infirm and frail (and maybe even young

adults) who cannot or will not exercise or restrict calories. On

the other hand, delivering fresh, uncontaminated sources of

phytochemicals to soldiers in battle and citizens of underdeve-

loped countries poses a logistical problem. Furthermore, it is

unknown the extent to which hormetic phytochemicals in pro-

cessed military food (Meals-Ready-to-Eat) with years-long

shelf lives, or in canned goods, remain bioactive.
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The Implications of Exceptional Hormesis in
Plants

As discussed above, hormesis has been described in organisms

ranging from primates to nematodes. Similarly, plants also

have the potential to exhibit growth stimulation in response

to many types of environmental stressors, such as herbicides

and natural plant toxins.5,27,282,283 Repetitive pre-exposures to

dehydration stress, for example, have been shown to activate

epigenetic and chromatin-based mechanisms in plants to pro-

duce a type of “transcriptional memory” that affords protection

against subsequent periods of severe drought.30,284 During

times of severely limited growth, hormesis is difficult to elicit

in plants. However, when plants exhibit a growth rate between

an optimal and a genetically maximal rate, stimulation of

growth between 10% and 60% is possible with hormetic sti-

mulation.285,286 Furthermore, exceptionally high growth rates

may be observed when hormetic stimuli are applied during

periods of suboptimal and optimal rates of growth, as the dis-

tance to maximal growth rate is then the greatest, effectively

expanding the potential dynamic range. For these reasons,

mature plants seem to exhibit less hormetic growth capacity.

The observations in plants have important implications for

the practice of assessing hormesis in mammalian systems, as

laboratory animals are generally permitted ad libitum access

to food and are examined during young adulthood, rather than

under suboptimal conditions, which may shrink the dynamic

range and preclude the emergence of “exceptional” hormesis.

Similarly, the section entitled “Repetitive Conditioning for

Extension of Biological Resilience” highlights the possibility

that highly trained athletes display lower preconditioning

capacity than untrained populations. Given the potential sig-

nificance of dynamic range, humans with preexisting diseases

might also display a reduction in the amplitude of hormesis if

endogenous defenses are already stimulated to some degree

by the disease itself or by comorbidities.32 Finally, the

“transcriptional memory” induced in plants by hormetic stress

may compromise some aspects of plant growth and, therefore,

may have grave implications for translating mammalian stress

responses to the clinic.284

Identification of Knowledge Gaps and
Recommendations for Systematic Studies

More than 10 000 studies with U-shaped dose–response curves

have been found in the literature.287 This collective body of

work demonstrates that hormesis is a fundamental property of

biological systems and is displayed at all levels of tissue orga-

nization. The typical amplitude of the stimulatory portion of

the hormetic dose–response curve and the duration of the

response may be evolutionarily constrained for reasons that

have been speculated upon in previous sections of this review.

However, most hormesis studies involve single-stimulus expo-

sures and have not systematically varied experimental inputs or

outputs in the temporal dimension, such as the timing, fre-

quency, number, and duration of exposures. Instead, hormesis

studies typically only systematically vary the dose (ie, the

amplitude) of a single-stimulus exposure and measure out-

comes at one time point only. Second, most subcellular

“mechanistic” studies on hormesis tend to focus on a single

molecular pathway at a time and therefore fail to portray the

interactive and dynamic nature of intracellular signal transduc-

tion. For example, divergent sensory signals may converge

upon a few common pathways (for signal processing) before

diverging again into multiple pathways that initiate many dis-

tinct but coordinated responses in an “hourglass” shape. Third,

researchers have not satisfactorily explained at a mechanistic

level how a biphasic dose–response curve abruptly switches

direction at the threshold dose. Fourth, researchers have not

settled on a valid biomarker(s) of hormesis, which seems

essential before hormesis can be tested and optimized in

humans. Fifth, too few hormesis studies are conducted in

whole animals and most fail to examine neurological or func-

tional outcomes, which seem important to address from the

perspective of evolutionarily adaptive behavior. Sixth, the

potential for systemic toxicity is not typically measured by

examining liver markers, inflammatory molecules, or a short-

ening of lifespan.

Many studies on hormesis have employed tumor cell lines

grown in culture dishes. Tumor cell lines have accumulated

numerous antiapoptosis mutations and might therefore display

a greater propensity toward proliferative, stimulatory responses

than differentiated, postmitotic cells examined in vitro or in

vivo (discussed in32). Even for undifferentiated cells with pro-

liferative capacity in vivo, the immune system might keep cell

division under check to reduce the risk of oncogenic transfor-

mation. The immune system, with its orchestration of cell and

organ crosstalk, and the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis

are two key components of the stress response that are missing

from most of the in vitro studies of hormesis. Therefore, in vivo

models should be employed in future studies, such as C elegans

and Mus musculus, whose genotypes and phenotypes are well

defined. In both organisms, the salubrious effects of intermit-

tent fasting or restricted feeding have been shown to increase

lifespan—perhaps the best indicator to date of an enduring

hormetic effect. Another advantage of in vivo models is that

they can be examined at the behavioral level, with, for exam-

ple, functional tests of spatial learning or memory, affect, and

sensorimotor coordination. Further, at least two model organ-

isms should be employed before proposing the clinical trials

necessary to translate this hormetic therapy to humans, because

validating key findings in two independent model systems

increase the potential for generalizability. Other well-studied

alternatives to nematodes might be fruit flies and zebrafish.

Although high-throughput assays are easier and cheaper to

implement in smaller sized creatures than rodents, mice are

phylogenetically closer to Homo sapiens than flies, fish, or

worms, and can be examined for important behaviors such as

anxiety and depression-like mood.

Table 1 lists a series of recommendations to accelerate the

discovery and validation of interventions that both enhance the

amplitude and extend the duration of biological performance.
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Table 1. Systematic Approach for Optimal Hormetic Dose and Frequency.

1. Start with the dose–response curve and identify the optimal hormetic dose

(a) Systematically vary the dose, concentration, or intensity of the hormetic stimulus

(b) The outcome measure should reflect viability, resilience, or fitness

(i) Use at least 2 independent assays of fitness to assess both structure and function (eg, assessments of hippocampal neurogenesis
or pyramidal/granule cell numbers might be complemented by the Morris water maze for spatial learning and memory)

(ii) An array of measurements with unequal weight distributions (eg, bioenergetic changes might be important) may be useful to
design an integrated health assessment equation, vascular health index, etc280

(iii) The fitness assays or integrated health indices should exhibit both sensitivity and linearity and display a sufficiently wide
dynamic range

(iv) Include a sufficiently wide range of stimulus doses to ensure that the response plateaus are reached in the dose–response
graph (Figure 1)

(c) Choose the dose with the highest stimulatory effect at the positive peak of the hormetic curve from step 1biii

(i) The optimal dose is defined as the stimulus dose that generates the highest amplitude beneficial effect upon the fitness measure
2. Using the optimal dose from step 1c, measure fitness at multiple temporal intervals following stimulus exposure

(a) Find the time point at which the amplitude of the positive effect size is highest in the fitness assays from step 1bi

(b) (Here, we have not made any systematic recommendations for changing the timing of the stimulus or changing the duration of
exposure. However, it may be important to control for the animal’s photoperiod and Zeitgeber time, as well as the timing of any
conditioning stimulus relative to the challenge stimulus, should you decide to employ these steps in a dual-hit/conditioning study)

3. Next, increase the number of stimulus exposures

(a) Apply an increasing number of “hormetic hits” to test if the amplitude of the positive fitness change might be raised even higher

(i) Begin by applying the sequential “hits” at 48-72 hour intervals (this is the optimal interval between ischemic preconditioning in
vivo and the “stroke” challenge178,184,291-293)

(ii) Keep the measurement outcomes (step 1bi) and the assay time point (step 2a) constant. In other words, change only one
variable at a time

(b) Continue increasing the number of exposures until the Ymax and plateau of the stimulatory effect on fitness is reached (see idealized
Figure 3)

(i) Test for enduring stimulatory effects and perhaps lifespan extension

(ii) Examining lifespan will answer whether or not aged organisms can also be reprogrammed by these methods

(c) Assess potentially adverse effects of repeated hormetic hits upon body weight, inflammation markers, liver toxicity, brain function
(cognition, sensorimotor coordination, anxiety, etc), physical strength, mobility, and endurance, mortality, etc

(i) The long-term goal is to plot the fitness index or an integrated health assessment as a function of dose, number of stimulations,
frequency, duration, age, gender, comorbidities, etc

(ii) Comorbidities and aging might shift the dose–response curves to the left so that otherwise innocuous doses turn destructive.
Variables such as exercise and antioxidant intake might also influence the shape of the dose–response curve294

4. Examine the biochemical mechanism underlying the enduring, high-amplitude effects of repetitive hits identified in steps 1-3

(a) Assess the metabolome, proteome, genome, epigenome, etc

(i) Identify genes that are “trainable” by repetitive conditioning

(ii) Note any adverse effects upon these particular biochemical measures

(b) Knock out, knock down, or selectively inhibit the top candidates identified in 4ai

(i) Ideal candidates might be those at the “hourglass” funnel (eg, mitohormetic factors, master gatekeeper transcription factors,
etc). There is a large body of literature for guidance on identifying the top hormesis gene candidates

(ii) Test whether the hormetic response is abolished after loss of function or removal of these candidates with molecular/genetic/
pharmacological tools

(c) If step 4bii fails, continue to step 5 to identify a common biological pathway for 2 classes of hormetic stimuli to further narrow the list
of molecular candidates

5. Add a different hormetic stimulus to test for potentially synergistic effects and identify any overlap in the biochemical
pathways

(a) Repeat steps 1-3 for this new class of stimulus

(i) Combine the optimal doses and temporal intervals for both stimuli

(b) Systematically test whether the effects of the combined stimuli upon the amplitude of the hormetic “fitness” change are greater than
additive

(c) Repeat step 4 to identify any overlap in the individually stimulated biological pathways and synergy in the costimulated pathways

(i) Is there a common biological pathway whose activity is potentiated by coapplication of 2 synergistic, hormetic stimuli?
Answering this question might help identify the mechanism underlying hormesis

(d) Identify any adverse effects of synergistic hormetic stimuli upon long-term function, such as the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis,
mental and physical stamina, health span, and lifespan (see step 3c)
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Although the underlying assumption is that hormesis can even-

tually be leveraged in humans, there is no intent to make spe-

cific human health recommendations without validation of

experimental work in clinical trials. The field of hormesis is

not sufficiently mature for all-encompassing recommendations

on timing, dose, duration, frequency, and so on. Based on the

success of intermittent fasting, regular bouts of exercise, and

repetitive ischemic conditioning, as well as the rhythmicity

imposed by circadian clocks and the photoperiod, it appears

that the development of hormetic responses may be optimized

by application of rhythmic stressors. Stress rhythmicity permits

anabolic changes during a critical period of recovery and quies-

cence, when the cell is relatively free of homeostatic disrup-

tions. Thus, the intermittent reapplication of one type of

hormetic stimulus might build additional layers of a robust

biological foundation that reaches for the genetically predeter-

mined maximum in both amplitude and endurance. Figure 2

illustrates this concept.

To accomplish the goal of the workshop, a systematic

approach (Table 1) would be valuable in optimizing studies

of optimal hormesis/conditioning. There are many alternative

approaches to achieve rigor that are not listed above and the

idealized guidelines in the table may have to be adjusted for

“real” experiments and considerations of the costs. Researchers

can build upon these recommendations and vary them in some

systematic manner depending on their specific models and

hypotheses. Note that the optimal doses and temporal features

identified with this approach may not translate from rodents or

nematodes to humans due to the pharmacodynamic and phar-

macokinetic differences among species, but the nature of the

stimulus, the biological pathways, and the integrated biomarker

indices might be expected to translate. Finally, there are other

possible confounding factors such as gender, age, and comor-

bidities that may influence the dosimetry and temporal kinetics

of the hormetic “sweet spot.”

Conclusion

Hormesis is a “stress-modulated, enhanced metabolic state of

the cell involving energy, material, and information

processing” (definition by Dr Walter Kozumbo) and is

mediated by reactive oxygen species, various signal

transduction cascades, mitochondrial bioenergetics, epigenetic

Figure 2. Kinetics of stress protein accumulation after repetitive
exposure to cocaine. Repeated exposure to the biochemical stress
of cocaine leads to chronic changes in activator protein -1 (AP-1)
complex protein DFosB in the lower panel. This “staircase” pattern
in induced gene expression is analogous to the proposed “layered”
hormetic effects of repetitive conditioning and might be measured at
the level of the “hormesis proteome.” The accumulated level of DFosB
isoform expression continues after the cessation of the stimulus
(arrows at bottom of figure). Adapted from Nestler et al. (2008).295

Figure 3. Idealized hormesis enhancement/extension curve. Biologi-
cal fitness (ie, integrated indices of health) as a function of repeated
exposures to optimized hormetic stimuli applied at rhythmic intervals.
The amplitude of the hormetic maximum is extended to the geneti-
cally determined peak until age-related loss of fitness overwhelms
natural defense systems and the inevitable (but perhaps delayed)
engagement of senescence programs culminates in death. Note that
death should result because of the passage of time rather than stimulus
exposures per se. A single hormetic stimulus exposure results in a
modest amplitude effect and a time-limited response, but repeated
exposures build, in stepwise manner, the layers of a strong foundation
for an extended, high-amplitude response. Other assumptions of this
idealized graph include that environmental stimuli such as dietary/
lifestyle factors are optimized so that the maximal epigenetic/genetic
potential can be reached. Hormetic maxima may vary with gender,
genetic vulnerabilities, geographic region (eg, altitude), age,
comorbidities, etc.
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modifications, and changes in gene expression—revealing

coactivation of multiple biological targets. The typically mod-

est amplitude of hormesis in response to single-stimulus expo-

sure appears to be highly evolutionarily conserved, suggestive

of some adaptive value to its ceiling when the environmental

conditions are only transient. It might be bioenergetically was-

teful to build a dramatic response to a fleeting environmental

shift when conditions promptly return to the status quo.

The collective body of work reviewed here suggests that the

amplitude of hormesis may be augmented by implementing

multiple lifestyle changes, such as dietary restriction, physical

exertion, improving diet quality with hormetic phytochemicals,

and applying conditioning stimuli in a repetitive, but carefully

calibrated manner. A series of recommendations were made to

systematically test the temporal features of the hormetic stimu-

lus. It will be important not only to examine potentially syner-

gistic interactions (ie, the cumulative effects of simultaneous

conditioning with multiple stimuli) but also to avoid driving the

hormetic response into the inhibitory or toxic zone of the bipha-

sic dose-response curve. Furthermore, hormetic doses that are

maximally effective in the young and fit might prove too potent

in healthy older patients and, as with synergistic stimuli, con-

vert a beneficial response into a toxic one. For example, older

patients with diabetes and obesity might expect a fate worse

than young and athletic patients. In the case of severely dis-

eased or aged organisms and trained athletes, however, it

remains unsettled whether they can always be preconditioned.

As they are already frequently exposed to stress-conditioning

episodes and may be near full conditioning capacity, they may

display lower dynamic ranges or conditioning potential relative

to untrained healthy young adults. On the other hand, even

modest improvements in health indices might make a profound

difference in quality of life in severely ill patients or in the

athletic prowess and mental stamina of the otherwise physi-

cally fit. Finally, fluctuations in hormetic capacity should be

considered in the context of the temporal dimension, including

that of circadian cycling,288 as application of stressful stimuli at

the “wrong” time of day might thwart any improvements in

health indices.

The goals of eventual clinical application would be far less

challenging if we could identify a reliable biomarker of resi-

lience—loosely defined as “any characteristic that is objec-

tively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal

biological processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic

responses to a therapeutic intervention.”289 However, the iden-

tification of a single, master biomarker, if it is even possible, is

seriously hampered by the polymorphic nature of stress

responses and their ephemeral temporal dynamics. For these

and other reasons, an integrated health index might be of

greater value as a biomarker and much more robust when indi-

vidual factors are known to fluctuate widely across patients. It

is important to note that a biomarker of hormesis is not neces-

sarily the same as the biochemical mechanism underlying the

hormetic effect.

Leon Megginson’s interpretation of Charles Darwin’s Ori-

gin of Species led him to write that

“. . . it is not the most intellectual of the species that survives; it

is not the strongest that survives; but the species that survives is

the one that is able best to adapt and adjust to the changing

environment in which it finds itself.”290

Fleeting/transient or repetitive/rhythmic shifts in environmen-

tal stressors might influence the shape of the hormesis curve

more profoundly than previously imagined, given that the tem-

poral dimension is poorly explored. Furthermore, the hetero-

geneity of hormetic sensors, mechanisms, and effectors may

provide a survival advantage in conferring adaptability to a

greater diversity of challenges, fulfilling the very definition

of evolutionary fitness under shifting environmental

conditions.
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